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Season 02
april 20
Can You Ever Forgive Me?
USA, 2018 R 1h 46min
Director: Marielle Heller
may 04
Working Woman
Israel, 2018. MA 15+ 1h 33min
Director: Michal Aviad
may 11
Pavarotti
USA, 2019. Pg 13 1h 54min
Director: Ron Howard
may 25
Capharnaum
Lebanon, 2018. R 2h 6min
Director: Nadine Labaki

Wonder¡ng + Ponder¡ng
So, something interesting we found and thought
we'd share: Pavarotti appeared in Donizetti's
La fille du régiment at the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden, 2 June 1965. It was his performances
of this role that would earn him the title of
"King of the High Cs".
Seven years later at the New York Met he drove the
crowd into a frenzy with his nine effortless high Cs
in the opera's signature aria. He achieved a record
17 curtain calls.

Can You Ever Forgive Me?
Directed by

RIAN JOHNSON

Starring

ANA DE ARMAS
DANIEL GRAIG
CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER

Released

USA, 2018. COMEDY.

IMDB REVIEW.

7.1 / 10 from 36,741 votes

RATED.

R

SCREENING. April 20

1 hour 46 minutes.
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B

ased on a true story and
named after Israel’s slender
autobiographical recap of this
period. Lee Israel (Melissa McCarthy)
had made her living in the 1970s and ‘80s
profiling the likes of Katharine Hepburn,
Tallulah Bankhead, Estee Lauder and
journalist Dorothy Kilgallen. When
Lee is no longer able to get published
because she has fallen out of step with
current tastes, she turns her art form to
deception, abetted by her loyal friend
Jack (Richard E. Grant).
The celebrity biographer was in her
own way an expert spinner of "alternative
facts" and "fake news" decades before
both became commonplace in the digital
age. Plenty of people who should have
known better were willing to accept
these " facts" and spread this "news."
THE DIRECTOR. Marielle Heller is a
writer, director and actor. She was selected
as a 2012 Sundance Screenwriting Fellow
and 2012 Sundance Directing Fellow,
and was honored with the Lynn Auerbach
Screenwriting Fellowship, and The
Maryland Film Festival Fellowship. Her
writing credits include pilots for ABC
and 20th Century Fox, and multiple
screenplays and theatrical plays. She has
performed at theaters all over the world,
from New York to the West End.

McCarthy is strongly supported by
Richard E. Grant in a showy, colorful
performance as a fellow alcoholic.
It is a highly intelligent and detailed
rendering of a complex human being, by
turns endearing and repulsive, brilliant
and stupid. Written by Fox Searchlight
Pictures.
The movie was shot in New York,
making use of locations that still look
much as they did and most of the
interiors (book stores, archives, Israel's
funky apartment, her agent's more
elegant and expansive one) are genuine.
There is a slight factual error in
that Lee was served a federal warrant
ordering her to save the evidence after
she had destroyed it, not before.
The film is dedicated to the memory
of Lee Israel who died in 2014.

Directed by

MICHAL AVIAD

Starring

BIRON BEN-SHLUSH
MENASHE NOY
OSHRI CHOEN

Released

ISRAEL, 2018. DRAMA.

IMDB REVIEW.

7.1 / 10 from 238 votes

RATED.

MA 15+

SCREENING. May 04

1 hour 33 minutes.

L

Working Woman

ife at work becomes unbearable
for Orna (Liron Ben Shulsh).
She is the mother of three
young children with a husband struggling
to start his own restaurant.
To help support her family Orna
returns to the workplace, landing a job
with a former army superior, Benny
(Menashe Noy) who is now a successful
real estate developer.
While Orna embraces her new
position and tries to balance its demands
with her home life, she begins to
experience escalating sexual harassment
from her boss. Her husband struggles to
keep his new restaurant afloat, and Orna
becomes the main breadwinner for their
three children.
When her world is finally shattered,
she must pull herself together to fight, in

her own way, for her job and a sense of
self-worth.
Her rapid rise through the ranks and
her increasing financial success seem to
parallel a pattern of predatory behavior
which ultimately brings her career and
marital relationship to the brink.
This timely and devastating story
is expertly told by long time feminist
filmmaker Michal Aviad.

“ Michal Aviad, brings a worthy
#metoo story to the big screen.

THE DIRECTOR. Michal Aviad. Born
in Jerusalem in 1955. Her mother was an
immigrant from Italy and her father an
immigrant from Hungary. She graduated
in literature and philosophy from Tel
Aviv University. In 1984, she received
a Master of Film from San Francisco
State University. Aviad’s films bring to
light the complex relationships between
women issues and other major socialpolitical issues such as the PalestinianIsraeli conflict.
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Directed by

RON HOWARD

Starring

ANDREA GRIMINELLI
NICOLETTA MANTOVANI
BONO

Released

USA, 2019. DOCUMENTARY.

IMDB REVIEW.

7.6 / 10 from 1,206 votes

RATED.

PG 13

SCREENING. May 11

1 hour 54 minutes.

04
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Pavarotti

enor Luciano Pavarotti, who
died in 2007, is the subject of a
new documentary film, directed
by Ron Howard.
Through never-before-seen footage,
concert performances and a important
lineup of interviewees: co-tenors José
Carreras and Plácido Domingo, first
wife Adua Veroni, second wife Nicoletta
Mantovani, assistant, student and former
lover Madelyn Renee – and also his
New York manager Herbert Breslin and
London promoter Harvey Goldsmith,
this evocative documentary laments an
astonishing singer as well as the robust
music industry of his time. But the
movie doesn't really explain the athletic
demands of opera, that singers, without
a microphone, must project their voices
above a full orchestra to be heard clearly
THE DIRECTOR. Ron Howard, before
leaving Happy Days in 1980 made his
directing debut with the 1977 low-budget
comedy/action film Grand Theft Auto.
His big theatrical break came in 1982,
with Night Shift, featuring Michael
Keaton, Shelley Long, and Henry
Winkler. He has since directed a number
of high-visibility films, including, A
Beautiful Mind for which he won the
Academy Award for Best Director.

in the upper most balcony of a 4000seat opera house. Pavarotti did that for
over three decades. Pavarotti is one of
the most famous tenors in history. Ron
Howard pays homage to the late star,
casting a warm and informative light on
his life and career with a light-hearted
joy, romance, sadness and hope that will
make you fall in love with Pavarotti all
over again. But did Pavarotti end up
squandering his gift? Read a book like
The King & I, the tough talking tellall autobiography co-written by Anne
Midgette (the Washington Post classical
music critic) and the tenor's longtime
manager Herbert Breslin (who also
appears in the film).
Howard talked to many of the right
people, but he likely didn't ask the right
questions.

Capernaum

Directed by

NADINE LABAKI

Starring

ZAIN AL RAFEEA
YORDANOS SHIFERAW
BOLUWATIFE TREASUREBAKOLE

Released

LEBANON, 2018. DRAMA.

IMDB REVIEW.

8.4 / 10 from 31,706 votes

RATED.

R

SCREENING. May 25

2 hours 6 minutes.

W

inner of the Grand Jury Prize
at the Cannes Film Festival,
Capernaum tells the story of
Zain (Zain al Rafeea), a Lebanese boy
who sues his parents for the “crime” of
giving him life. Zain, a gutsy streetwise
child flees his negligent parents,
survives through his wits on the streets,
takes care of Ethiopian refugee Rahil
(Yordanos Shiferaw) and her baby son,
Yonas (Boluwatife Treasure Bankole),
is jailed for a crime, and finally, seeks
justice in a courtroom.
Capernaum was made with a cast
of non-professionals playing characters
whose lives closely parallel their own.
Following her script, Labaki placed
her performers in scenes and asked them
to react spontaneously with their own
words and gestures.

When the non-actors’s instincts
diverged from the written script, Labaki
adapted the screenplay to follow them.
Although it is set in the depths of
a society’s systematic inhumanity.
Capernaum is ultimately a hopeful film
that stirs the heart as deeply as it cries
out for action. It is a fiction of which
all the elements are things that Nadine
Labaki has really seen and experienced
during her research in the field.
Nothing is fantasized or imagined,
on the contrary, all that we see there
is the result of her visits to deprived
neighborhoods, detention centers and
juvenile prisons, where she went alone.

THE DIRECTOR. Nadine Labaki is
multilingual, fluent in Arabic, French,
English and Italian. Her films are often
cast with non-professional actors and she
often finds men, women, and children
who live in the real neighborhoods
shown on screen where they re-enact
scenes from their own experiences.
For her film Capernaum, Labaki states
that she was inspired by the photo of a
3-year-old Syrian refugee whose lifeless
body sparked outrage around the world.
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Nadine Labaki
Joined Matthew Reynolds, Regional Representative of UNHCR for the US
and the Caribbean, for a conversation on the lives represented in Capernaum.

A

t the French Institute Alliance Française in New
York, the filmaker started out explaining why
she chose to tell the story from the perspective
of the children.

Nadine Labaki. I remember very very clearly that
moment when I saw the picture of Aylan Kurdi, the
Syrian refugee child that was found dead on the beach
in Turkey (Sept. 2015). When I saw this tiny little body,
almost sleeping peacefully, I thought, if this child could
talk, what would he tell us? How would he address the
world and us, the adults that failed him? Because this is
what we're doing, we're failing these children.
They're paying the highest price for our fault, our
decisions, our conflicts, our wars, our failing systems.
They didn't even ask to be here. Whether it's a Syrian
refugee child, or whether it's a child that is being
separated from his mother at the Mexican border or a
child working in India, or a Lebanese stateless child a child is a child. And they are paying the highest price
for what we're doing.
Children make the most sense. And their point of view
on the world is the purest. It's less informed by society's
codes and politics. So I wanted to see the world and what's
happening in our world through their eyes. I wanted to
understand, what goes on in the head of this child that
is standing next to my car window, looking at me not
looking at him. Because that's what we do. In most of
the cases he's not only psychologically nonexistent but
he's legally nonexistent. Because 99% of these children
are paperless. Because it costs money, I'm talking about
the Lebanese system, to register a child.
They grow up not having a right to anything. They
can't have the right to education, to health, they can't
travel, they can't work. So they end up living on the
margins of the margins of our societies and cities.
It was very important that we worked on this film with
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people who almost have the same situation, or the same
story or the same struggle. Because I think cinema can
have a much bigger impact when it's actually showing
the real struggle, putting a face on the real struggle, it's
humanizing the problem.
You see it through a real child who is actually living
that same struggle. At the same time it's a fiction. It's
a written story but it was based on all the research we
had done. Three years of research and writing and six
months of shooting. We have over 500 hours of rushes
and two years of editing. The way we were like one
family doing this, is because we felt that we were part of
something bigger than us.
Sometimes we were wondering, what are we filming
exactly? Why is this happening? And how big this
mission is becoming.
Nadine Labaki gave an update on the life changes
for her protagonists. We were collaborating with
the UNHCR [United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees] and UNICEF [United Nations International
Children's Emergency Fund] during the whole shoot.
Zain now is resettled in Norway with his friends and
siblings. Everybody's going to school. He is going to
school for the first time in his life. He has a nice house
overlooking the sea and he's playing in the garden and
the forest and no longer playing with the knifes and the
sharp objects on the streets.
Yonas, Treasure, is now back in Kenya. She is also
going to school. All the kids that were actually kids from
the streets and begging, are not there anymore. Now we
set up a Capernaum foundation in order to sustain this
and to be able to help them. - by Anne-Katrin Titze
You can read the article in its entirety, "The Lives of
Others" by Anne-Katrin Titze, at: https://www.eyeforfilm.co.uk/

feature/2018-12-16-interview-with-nadine-labaki-about-the-livesin-capernaum-capharnaum-feature-story-by-anne-katrin-titze

CFS 2020 Committee

STAR BOX
SCORES

We are very excited about
our new look Newsletter
and hope you enjoy it.

I

would like to take this
opportunity to sincerely thank
the dedicated and hardworking
Committee members.

The new Committee has already
met twice this year. The use of
TryBooking for membership renewals
was very popular with almost 200
members renewing this way.

Using Blue-Ray opens up a wider
choice of films for us and under John
Turner’s leadership we have worked
with Croydon Cinemas to install
Blue-Ray projectors in cinemas
1 and 2.
Most of us belong to the CFS
primarily to see worthwhile films
close to home. It also gives us the
opportunity to socialise with friends
before or after the film at one of
the growing number of venues
available to us on Monday nights
(see suggestions for venues on
page 8, What's Open Monday Night
in Croydon).
Discussing the film with friends
outside the cinema or later over
coffee or at our informal discussion
session after the screening is also an
enjoyable experience.
- Jean Middleton
If you see a film during the year that
you think would be good to have on
our film selection survey list, please
email the title and other details to:

Wajib
West Side Story
President
JEAN MIDDLETON
Vice President
JOHN TURNER
Honorary Secretary & IT Coordinator
CHRISTINE PAECH

BlackKklansman
Burning
Can You Ever
Forgive Me?
Working Woman
Pavarotti

Honorary Treasurer
KEVIN PURVIS

Capernaum

Assistant Treasurer
RICHARD BELL

Yesterday

Newsletter
IRENA ROBBINS
Membership Secretary
JULIE PIETSCH
Film Bookings
HOWARD TANKEY
IT Assistant
CHRISTOPHER SLARKE
Webmaster & eNews
STEFANIE KRUGER
Publicity
VIKI WRIGHT-RIVETT
House Manager
JILLIAN MCKIMM
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WHATS OPEN MONDAY NIGHT IN CROYDON
Thai Chaiyo Restaurant
9723 1889
24A Hewish Rd., Croydon
Monday: 4.30 pm – 9.45pm
Astas Tandoor Indian Restaurant
9723 2978
91 Main St, Croydon

IMAGES SOURCES AND CREDITS
Front Cover
image: billboard.com/articles/news/8514567/ronhoward-talks-pavarotti-documentary
sources:
p.2
image: imdb.com/title/tt4595882/
sources: imdb.com/title/tt4595882/

Monday: 5 pm– 9 pm
p.3
Little Dumpling
9725 1388
16/18 Hewish Rd., Croydon
Monday: 11 am – 9 pm
Peking Duck Dynasty
9725 2969
106 Main St., Croydon
Monday: 5 pm– 9.15 pm

images: imdb.com/title/tt8844204/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1 |
atmag.co.il
sources: imdb.com/title/tt8844204/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1 |
imdb.com/title/tt8844204/reviews
p.4
images: wfmt.com/2019/02/11/watch-the-first-teasertrailer-for-the-upcoming-pavarotti-documentary/ |
deadline.com/2017/06/luciano-pavarotti-documentaryron-howard-directing-opera-singer-brian-grazer-nigel-

Nudo Box

sinclair-1202105775/

9725 3266

sources: imdb.com/title/tt6964076/?ref_=vi_close |

120 Main St., Croydon

theguardian.com/film/2019/jul/12/pavarotti-review-

Monday : 11 am – 9.30 pm

ron-howard-documentary | rottentomatoes.com/m/
pavarotti

Chin Express Chinese Food
8782 6013
95 Main Rd., Croydon
Monday: 5 pm – 8.30 pm

p.5
images: imdb.com/title/tt8267604/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1 |
mojehmen.com/lebanons-hollywood-darling/
sources: imdb.com/title/tt8267604/mediaviewer/

Malihka (Brand New) Burmese Restaurant
26A Hewish Rd., Croydon
Monday: 10 am – 9 pm
Taco Bill Mexican Restaurant
9725 3887
211d Mt Dandenong Rd., Croydon
Monday: 5.30 pm – 10 pm

rm2746260993 | rottentomatoes.com/m/capernaum
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capernaum_(film) |
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadine_Labaki
p.6
source: eyeforfilm.co.uk/feature/2018-12-16-interviewwith-nadine-labaki-about-the-lives-in-capernaumcapharnaum-feature-story-by-anne-katrin-titze

Ra D’ora Italian Restaurant
0470 207 514
28 a Hewish Rd., Croydon
Monday: 7 am – 10 pm

AJC Printing
www.ajcprinting.com.au
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COMMITTED TO MINIMIZING OUR
IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT

w w w.croydonf ilms .org. au

